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Technology Owners secure the top position in
the photonics market
Many customers of the Berliner Glas Group are global leaders in their
industry. Demands are high and continue to grow. “The rapid change of
markets and the continuous further development of products force us to
constantly find market niches and develop and manufacture optical key
components, assemblies and systems at the top of the high-tech
pyramid”, says Dr. Herbert Kubatz, company owner and President of the
Berliner Glas Group.
More than 10 % of the revenue of the Berliner Glas Group is invested
annually into research and development. Around 11 % of employees
work in the areas of design, development and technical servicing
functions.
In order to be able to better comply with market demands and to maintain
the top position in the photonics market, the Berliner Glas Group has
designated so-called Technology Owners, across all locations, for the
most important key technologies that determine the success of the
Berliner Glas Group. They are experts on “their” technology and are
tasked with recognizing technological challenges early and providing
suggestions with regards to process and performance improvements for
the technologies for which they are responsible.
The Berliner Glas Group develops and manufactures for its customers
innovative system solutions with optical, mechanical and electronic
components. As a long-term partner, from concept to volume production,
the Berliner Glas Group helps its customers develop light-based
innovations, accelerate them and bring them to market quickly.
At this year’s LASER World of PHOTONICS, which takes place from
June 26th to the 29th in Munich, the Berliner Glas Group will present its
solutions for industries that use light. The booth is located in Hall B1,
booth number 507.
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More information as well as the option to arrange a direct meeting can be
found on the website: https://www.berlinerglasgroup.com/berliner-glasgroup-laser-world-photonics-2017.
About the Berliner Glas Group:
The BERLINER GLAS GROUP (www.berlinerglasgroup.com) is one of the world’s leading
providers of optical key components, assemblies and systems as well as high-quality refined
technical glass. With more than 1,100 employees, the BERLINER GLAS GROUP develops,
produces and integrates optics, mechanics and electronics into innovative system solutions
for its customers. As OEM partners from concept to volume production, the BERLINER GLAS
GROUP companies serve innovative customers in various market segments – semiconductor
industry, laser and space technology, medical technology, metrology and the display industry.
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